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Question: 1
What is the default diagram layout for WebSphere Business Modelers Process Editor?
A - Free-form
B - Swimlane
C - UML Diagram
D - Project Tree
Answer: A
Question: 2
What allows development team members to checkout processes and create local versions of
them within WebSphere Business Modeler when working in a multi-user environment?
A - Version control tool
B - Central repository
C - Local file system
D - Computing Value System
Answer: A
Question: 3
Which of the following are true regarding classifiers?
A - Categorize tasks and other process elements for decision-making or analysis
B - Predefined classifiers are provided by the Modeler
C - Custom classifiers can be created
D - Can be used to classify business items
Answer: A, B, C, D
Question: 4
Which of the following allows you to quickly generate reports that show the content of models?
A - Documentation report templates
B - Report fields view
C - Query templates
D - Free-form documentation
Answer: A
Question: 5
Which statement is true regarding connections within WebSphere Business Modeler?
A - You must be in the Advanced modeling mode in order to connect elements.
B - The Stop node in the diagram does not require a connector.
C - Connections can be broken into separate visual parts to form split connections.
D - No feedback is provided it a connection is not allowed.
Answer: C
Question: 6
Which of the following terms is defined as a formatted presentation of information relating to a
model or to the results of analyzing a process?
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